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Design with Style, Design with Smile



About Our Company

Welcome to Alhadaf Interior

Al-Hadaf is an Interior designing and decoration company with a long history with its experiences in all 
scope of design and implementation of decoration and everything related to engineering work, 
contracting, finishes and maintenance. It was founded and established on an engineering base by the 
management of more than 30 Years of experience in this field, and relied on professional employees 
with many years of experience and Different cultures to implement the work so that it becomes the 
target of everyone looking for the implementation of an engineering work in a distinct style, accuracy in 
performance, and a long-standing experience that aims at customer satisfaction and dazzles them 
with its renewal in every touch in work .

Al Hadaf is an  interior design company become  the target of everyone looking for excellent and 
contemporary designs in interior and exterior decoration and everything related to design and 
implementation of villas, VIP. Palace, hotels, offices, commercial building, and government buildings 
where the innovative spirit of business mixed with modern high-end lifestyle is displayed with touches 
of the surrounding environment so that the customer gets the best What it aims at from luxury and 
sophistication.

 





About Our Company

INTERIOR DESIGNING

Our design and Interior 
solutions provide 
complete integration of 
design, project 
management, and on-
site execution. When 
choosing our design 
services, our clients 
receive the distinct 
benefits of a single 
point of accountability 
through the course of 
the.

CEILING &PARTITION

We build versatile, 
adaptive, and 
customizable Designer 
ceilings for our 
customers. Our 
partition wall service is 
more affordable than 
you think. We aim to 
make your interiors a 
reflection of your 
personality

WOODEN DOOR 

One of the UAE's Best 
Wooden door 
manufacturing 
company we make 
something that is 
special to you, or you 
just want a new look, 
we can help you with 
that. Get thoughtful 
home interior design 
elements with Al hadaf.?

FURNITURE

Are you looking for 
custom made 
furniture's. We can 
build bookcases, 
cabinets, entertainment 
canters, tables, desks, 
floating shelves or just 
about anything you can 
imagine. Our design 
teams are always there 
to help you.



Some of our Clients



Some of our Consultants





















Contact: M Aiman Haj Hussain (GM)
Phone: 056 485 4868,  055 513 1131

Email: aiman@alhadafinterior.com
Website: alhadafinterior.com

Fujairah, UAE


